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Romeo Touma Jr., former national secretary of justice, embehes here a real debaual in methods in practice during the administration of Lula. With extensive experience in research in Brazil and abroad, and having held all the important positions in the federal police, the author was a close collaborator of his father, Romeu Touma - the
respected director of Dops and Senator of the Republic. In this testimony of Claudio Tognolli, he tells what he saw and what he heard from his father about life with the then Unionist Lula, arrested special in Dops; explains the murder of Mayor Celso Daniel, in whose investigation he was involved; Examines in detail how institutional
security agencies such as the Federal Police and Abin have worked in the past decade; shows evidence of a telephone conversation in the Supreme Court; it shows how politically disaffected and troubled businessmen relate to the government, and what the real purpose of media operations such as Thunder, Jackal and Satiagraha are
dealt with, among many other controversial topics. In an uptight and caustic account, Touma Jr. also deconstructs the campaign he was a victim of by refusing to practice the non-public methods of some of Lula's administration's bigwigs. The portraits he paints on duty are destructive and impressive with realism and detail. In addition to
his father's precious archive, whom he knows deeply, Romeo Touma Jr. is the methodical archivist of everything he has lived and experienced. This singularity of his temperament makes the murder of reputation - a fundamental book of state crime to understand, inside, the power of transmission in Brazil today. Monday, December 23,
2013 (from ) Touma Jr. launches a book with attacks on Lulu - Beard. Former National Secretary of Justice Romeo Touma Janior launched yesterday (14/12/13) the book Reputation Murder - A State Crime in which he attacks Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva and accuses the party of the former president, PT, of using the federal government
machine to collect a dossier against opponents. Touma Janor, who is a delegate, was secretary of the ministry from 2007 to 2010, during Lula's second term in the Presidency of the Republic. At the time, he was fired on suspicion of links to the so-called Chinese mafia. Some of the contents of the book were revealed in the issue of Veja
magazine last week. In one of the most controversial accusations made in a book published yesterday, the delegate claims that Lula was an informant of the dictatorship. According to Touma Janor, the then trade union leader passed the strike data codenamed Barba to the Department of Political and Social Order (DUP), where his father
Romeo Touma worked. Pista is stuck in 30 days at the DOPS, after strikes at the ABC. According to Tuma Janor, lula guaranteed privileges in prison when providing information to the military government. The delegate's book lists the privileges of nights sleeping on the DOPS couch and a visit to her mother, Ms. Linda, who was seriously
ill. Wanted, Lula Institute reported yesterday that the former president would not comment. Reputation. Much of the book focuses on what the MP calls a reputation murder. He said the then minister of justice and now the governor of Rio Grande do Sul Tarso Genro would ask him to leak documents that would harm opponents. He cites
the cartel case, which was investigated by the federal police and the Federal Prosecutor's Office in 2008. According to Touma Janor, began to appear in the press, which came information from Alstom with the participation of toucans. On one day, a document was prepared from Switzerland on behalf of the secretariat. I told them not to
send it to the prosecutor's office yet: Lakrem envelope, bring it to me and let the minister know, because the bomb from the documents of Alstom has arrived, - he writes. This information was the main target of Robson Marinho, former head of the Civic Chamber of the government of Toucan Mario Covas. They were reports sent voluntarily
by a European country. The former justice minister reports that while they are documents shared by several people, they end up leaking anyway. He also criticizes the actions of prosecutors in Sao Paulo. It is important to register: the prosecutor's office in Sao Paulo has a wing that has always protected high-level toucans. Touma Janor
also accuses another justice minister, Luis Paulo Barreto, of asking for the order of Goya Marconi Perillo (PSDB), saying that Lula knew about the monthly. The order to the minister, according to Tuma Janior, would be given by Gilberto Carvalho, the right-hand man of the former president. Carvalho says he's going to sue the deputy.
Frame.  The former national justice minister links his resignation in 2010 to the installation of Lula's government with the state. On 5 May 2010, the newspaper published a report that resulted in the federal police boasting of records and emails linking him to Lee Kwok Kwen, Paulo Li, accused of being one of the leaders of the Chinese
mafia in Sao Paulo. The gang was suspected of smuggling cell phones and selling permanent visas. The question I ask, what was the most important for Estad'o to report? Photo a mafia boss, a Chinese, with a national justice minister in China, or delivering a gift to President Lula (...)? I answer: obviously, if it wasn't a government
installation with a newspaper, if a man was really a mobster, Lula would be on the cover of Estadao, not me, he writes, to the fact that the then suspects in the integration of the Chinese mafia appear in several photos together with the authorities of the Republic. This is reported by the newspaper O Estado de S. Paulo. Source: Kara Nova
not Congresso This post was published in Uncategorized. The bookmark is a constant link. Romeo Tuma Janior Romeu Touma Janior in 2018 State Deputy of Sao Paulo period February 1, 2003 to January 31, 2007 Personal data Birth August 13, 1960 (60 years) Sao Paulo, SP Brazilian Citizenship Parental Mother: Silda Dirane
TumaPai: Romeu Touma Partido PRB Profession Delegate D.A. Romeu Tuma Jr. (born August 13, 1960) Syrian police officer Romeu Toma Janior began his police career at the age of 18 as an investigator in 1978. He was deputy civilian police in the State of Sao Paulo and in 2002 was a delegate to the Taboao da Serra section when he
was the first delegate responsible for the investigation into the assassination of Mayor Santo Andre Celso Daniel (PT), in addition to being the second person to see the body of the mayor in Itatiba. He was also a State Deputy from Sao Paulo and served as National Secretary of Justice (2007-2010) during the reign of President Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva and at the time chaired the National Anti-Piracy Council. The son of the late politician Romeo Tuma and brother of delegates and politicians, Touma Jannor resigned as a special class delegate (career above) in 2013, with 35 years of service. A politician with a law degree, he was a state representative from 2003 to 2007. He
served as a parliamentary correspondent and was chairman of public safety and consumer protection committees in the Legislative Assembly of Sao Paulo. Dialogues intercepted by the Federal Police in his office reveal an allegedly clear statement by the National Minister of Justice, Romeu Tuma Janior, to accompany the public tender.
with the approval of the illustrious registrar of the Civil Police of the State of Sao Paulo, he liked that the future policeman, with police officer Paulo Guilherme Guga Mello, his right hand in the Ministry of Justice. PF investigations revealed that Tuma Junior's office allegedly functioned as a favour center for relatives, friends and allies of the
national justice minister himself, as well as his closest aides. According to estadao, the dialogues and documents gathered during the investigation indicate that Tuma Janor and the advisers used the secretariat to, for example, speed up the naturalization of illegal aliens and obtain passports in the PF to comply with requests that arrived
daily by telephone. The police investigation also pointed to Tuma Junior's own likely lobbying claim for damages on behalf of the father of one of his assistants. Other records show that Romeu Tuma Janior, then president of the National Anti-Piracy Council, acted in the fight against the smuggling of pirated products in the Rua 25 de Mario
area, the state capital, to begin an investigation into the state. Lee was arrested along with 13 other people on charges that he had commanded a gang specializing in smuggling fake cell phones. Touma Janor shows business with Lee, as he shared a hotel room and bought video games. As a result of the publications, he became the
author of works of great social and political influence, making several revelations. How whistleblower Touma Janor wrote a book with journalist Claudio Tognolli (Reputation Murder - State Crime - Editora Topbooks) in which he condemns what that he considers the falsification of the PT government to commit crimes, especially unorthodox
requests made to him when secretary in the Ministry of Justice, and that Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva would have the book be adapted for the film Who Killed Celso Daniel, directed by Marcos Jorge and will be released in 2019. Touma Jr. bibliography, Romeo (2013). Reputation Murder (PDF). It's a state crime. 1 First ed. Brazil: 323 pages.
Consultation on 2 July 2013 by Touma Jannor, Romeo (2016). Reputation Murder II. Far beyond the car wash. 1 First ed. Brazil: S.n. 264 Pages of References to Elections, O Estado de S. Paulo, 2012, consultation December 10, 2013 Exclusive: Romeo Tuma Jr., responsible for the preliminary investigation of celso Daniel, The Company
gave R$ 50,000 to Tome Janior, Folha de S. Paulo, Paulo, March 27, 2009, on April 24, 2017. Tuma Jannor is absolved from responsibility as National Secretary of Justice, Folha de S. Paulo, 14 June 2010, consulted on 11 December 2013 - Azevedo, Reynaldo (10/1 2/2013 6 h 23) , Touma Jr. was born in 1960, not 1963, and was
already a police officer in 1980, BR: April, See, consulted December 11, 2013 : data (assistance) PF shows lobbying of Tuma Jr. in favor of son-in-law, JV, BR, Estadao, May 6, 2010, consulted on December 10, 2013 PF considers the Cabinet of Ministers as central of favors, Estadao, May 11, 2010, consulted december 10, 2013 The
case of Tuma Yanor on the pages of Estadao and in the pf', May 10, 2010, received December 10, 2013 - b Azevedo, Reynaldo (7/12/2013 18 30), - Touma Jr. reveals the details of the police state ptista. The party uses the government to uncover apocryphal dossiers and harass opponents. The case of trains in the JV was on the list. He
has the documents, and he wants to address Congress. Read more: he says that Lula was an informant of the dictatorship, and the contact was his father, and then the head of Dops, BR: Abril, Veja, consulted on December 10, 2013 The date of verification on: data (help). The Director of Stomach will make a film about the death of Celso
Daniel. See. September 27, 2017. Consultations were held on October 11 2017. romeu tuma junior livro pdf. livro do romeu tuma junior. livro de romeu tuma junior sobre lula
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